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Industry trends
The shift to online, anywhere banking has pushed the retail banking industry to compete 
outside traditional destination banking centers and is challenging it to deliver superior 
service on different channels against new competitors. Key industry trends include: 

• Branch locations are steadily declining in number as customers choose online interactions

• Formidable non-bank competitors are performing traditional retail banking tasks, such as 
online payments, in non-traditional ways (e.g., alternative payment processors, PayPal)

• Digitization is extending a bank’s market well past its established physical footprint

• Most mainstream banking functions are migrating to smart devices 

• Fierce competition for market share and talent has intensified

Individual banking is going mobile and digital, forcing the retail 
banking industry to accelerate innovations that personalize and 
improve the customer experience, all while replacing obsolete 
models and controlling costs.

CUSTOMER DEMAND
FOR INNOVATION SPURS 
TRANSFORMATION
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Better targeting and superior 
customer satisfaction can 
result in an increase of 
30% in products used per 
customer1.  

Business constraints

• Scattered product offerings and services aren’t merged into a single,  
rich experience

• Innovative products are developed slowly, even as non-bank competitors 
continuously introduce updated and value-added offers

• Concerns about cybersecurity are eroding already flagging consumer trust 

• A short-term focus and ingrained risk aversion make it difficult to change 
proven but dated approaches and satisfy evolving customer needs

Technology constraints

• Centralized IT can’t deliver high-performance connectivity to mobile and 
dispersed customers who bank anywhere

• Many transactions are still executed on traditional channels that have limited 
scalability and reach

• Response to changing customer needs is slow and ineffective because of an 
inability to unlock insights from available data 

• The ability to collaborate with financial technology providers to deliver new 
and innovative services is limited or non-existent
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Lack of information integration across brand, products and customer business processes is creating the 
following business and technology constraints:

Conclusion:
The retail banking industry must adopt new strategies that enable the fast 
development and delivery of innovative, client-centered offerings that meet 
rising consumer expectations.

Conclusion:
Banks need IT architectures that reach end users globally with the direct and 
secure connectivity essential for instant collaboration, faster data analysis 
and superior service delivery.

1.  Boston Consulting Group, “Global Retail Banking 2016: Banking on Digital Simplicity,” 2016.
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About Equinix
Equinix, Inc. (Nasdaq: EQIX) connects the world’s leading businesses to their customers, 
employees and partners inside the most interconnected data centers. In 40 markets across 
five continents, Equinix is where companies come together to realize new opportunities and 
accelerate their business, IT and cloud strategies.

Plan your digital platform with the IOA Knowledge 
Base, an open repository of blueprints and 
design patterns based on the best practices of 
market leaders across more than 600 production 
implementations. The IOA Knowledge Base has 
codified solutions to business and technology 
constraints. Visit Equinix.com/ioa to learn more 
and see how your infrastructure can transform to 
meet the needs of your business.
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THE DIGITAL EDGE

!
ProductsBrand Customers

Constraints become capabilities when infrastructures shift from being siloed and fixed to integrated and dynamic.

Business and technology need to change. To expedite this transformation and meet the growing digital 
demands, retail banking businesses must re-architect their IT infrastructures. This re-architecture creates 
capabilities that were previously not possible to achieve.

The digital edge is where to localize delivery of cloud-supported services to your customers, employees  
and partners. 

Business-enabled

• Uniting capabilities, partners and offerings on a global platform enables 
reliable and integrated service delivery

• Product development is accelerated through direct access to progressive 
partnerships and market innovators 

• Direct connections to the entire retail banking supply chain on the same 
colocation platform guarantees ultra-secure connectivity 

• Access to massive cloud and network ecosystems and expertise in 
designing future-proof IT architectures lowers risk and planning

Technology-enabled

• Internetworked and distributed IT connects clouds, people, locations and data 
everywhere and delivers a high-quality user experience

• A global interconnection platform reaches secure markets, customers and 
employees locally, regionally and globally with low-latency connectivity

• Localized data repositories support faster analytics and quicker insight into 
customer desires and tendencies, enabling customized services

• Industry ecosystems filled with potential partners and an array of network and 
cloud connectivity options simplify collaboration

• Shorten the distance between your applications and data, customers, 
employees and partners

• Localize traffic and services across all the locations and markets you 
need to reach and regionalize services globally

• Integrate and deliver via ecosystem exchanges, leveraging multiple 
clouds and SaaS providers to increase your rate of change while 
interconnecting with digital partners

• Locate data and analytics closer to users for improved response times 
and distributed scale, reducing the amount of data traversing networks

How interconnection and Equinix accelerate digital business and technology transformation

The Equinix ecosystem advantage
Equinix is where retail banking firms, partners and customers come together and 
leverage an Interconnection Oriented Architecture™ (IOA™) that enables them 
to harness the power of direct and secure interconnection. The Equinix financial 
services ecosystem consists of more than 1,000 companies worldwide, 1,400+ 
networks, 2,500+ cloud and IT service providers and more than 8,000 global 
businesses.

Architect your digital edge on Platform Equinix™
Retail banking businesses need to re-architect their IT infrastructures on a 
platform that supports dynamic bandwidth and connectivity to enable the analytics 
and control needed to shift to digital services. They need to put interconnection 
first in their digital IT transformation strategies. A sure path to that goal is to 
harness the power of an IOA on Platform Equinix.
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